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Boom and doom
• A familiar, binary narrative: demise of print

news v. rise of digital, both in popular and
academic discourses

• Out of date
• Slow
• Expensive
• Undemocratic and

unresponsive
• Not in tune with

reader/user/produser habits
• Crashing circulations,

mounting closures
• Journalism studies ‘print

bias’
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Laggards, luddites and dinosaurs
• Journalists’ responses framed as reactionary, defensive

and negative –> Bourdieu’s understanding of
fields/habitus

• Academic: linear progress, with associated openness
(gatekeeper baiting), interactivity, paradigm/power shift

Technicist, but not exclusively so
Economistic – relates to wider info work trends
Post-modernist, anti-modernist
Commercial, publisher/management/editor views v. working
journalists’ perspective



Empirical and cultural responses
• Studies demonstrating high degree of continuity in

professional practice, even in digital media
o Content analysis, professional surveys/interviews

• Now, need for more conceptual work informed by
qualitative research

• Journalism culture -> wider news culture -> audiences
• News culture doesn’t just happen in newsrooms...
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The new news audience
• Educated; J-socialized(?); liberal-pluralist, flexible and

adaptive
• Net/social media adepts
• Critical consumers: aware of digital downsides – lists,

clickbait & similar content farm practices
• Still read(less) print news – on margins?



Embryonic study – piloting directions

• Small group of J postgraduate students, 21-
29
o Generally subscribe to the Death of Newspapers

PoV (some with regret, some with glee – interesting mix!)

• Open questions, Likert-scale responses
• VLE used
• Anonymous
• Qualitative interpretation



‘Most valuable Irish news outlets’



‘Most valuable global news outlets’

In both Irish
and global
contexts,
few drew a
distinction
between
print and
online, with
a small
minority
explicitly
naming a
website.
(MailOnline
an
exception)



Sample responses: newspapers
Content still needs to be regulated and dissected. Newspapers allow for

better quality of work I think, better fact-checking and sometimes more
informed opinion

I believe that good news reporting costs money, and therefore I think that
the news reported in newspapers carries a certain weight and gravitas to
it that a free service cannot yet compete with

I believe that newspapers hold a prestige value that remains unaffected by
digital media. I think this is especially true of local papers. Also,
newspapers maintain an artificial news cycle that probably suits a lot of
people

(The dominant view in the survey is at variance with that in open seminars)
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Sample responses: magazines
Magazines don't have the pressure to be current that newspapers do. You

can buy a magazine and leave it on a table for weeks and it will still be
read.

The magazines I read have a distinct voice and brand existence that cannot
be replaced by free online features, of which the standard and quality
varies greatly.

... although the internet is a great outlet there is a difference in quality in the
information provided online compared to print. Print and especially
fashion mags like Vogue provide the reader with a different experience
than the same information digested from the internet. People buy
paintings, but just because I can see the painting on my iPad does it mean I
will hang my iPad on the wall? The information available online is
amazing but i dont think we are ready to do away with the physical
product



Tentative research directions
• Ephemeral reading on digital platforms; flipside to liberal

consumer choice and convenience
o History of web analytics –> hits, unique users –> engagement,

commitment, retention –> print v digital revenue imbalance

• Branding & titles – not just a marketing concept but a
(news) professional-cultural legacy. No neat division?
o Ink on paper legacy underpinning the digital

QR, headline reading apps, social media link-ins (your contribution in print!)

o Specialist and niche passions beyond haptic nostalgia but including
especially affordances of print magazines


